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Abstract—The network-on-chip (NoC) system can provide more scalable and flexible on-chip interconnection compared with system

bus. The performance of on-chip adaptive routing algorithms greatly relies on the adopted network information. To the best our

knowledge, previous routing algorithms utilize either spatial or temporal network information to improve performance. However, few

works have established a framework on analyzing the network information nor showed how to integrate the spatial and temporal

network information. In this paper, we define the network information region (NIR) framework for NoC systems. The NIR can indicate

arbitrary combinations of network information and corresponding routing algorithms. We demonstrate how to apply NIR on analyzing

the adaptive routing algorithms. To further demonstrate how NIR can help to integrate the spatial or temporal network information, we

propose the ACO-based pheromone diffusion (ACO-PhD) adaptive routing framework based on the NIR. By diffusing the pheromone

outward, spatial and temporal network information can be exchanged among adjacent routers. The range (i.e., size and shape) of the

NIR is controllable by setting the parameters in the ACO-PhD algorithm. We show that we can reconfigure the ACO-PhD algorithm to

each routing algorithm in its NIR subsets by adjusting the parameter settings. Finally, we implement and analyze the hardware design

of corresponding router architecture. The results show an improvement of 4.86-16.93 percent on network performance and the highest

area efficiency is achieved by the proposed algorithm.

Index Terms—Network-on-chip, adaptive routing, network information region, ant colony optimization
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1 INTRODUCTION

INCREASED complexity and interconnection delay become
the limiting factor of system-on-chip performance with

the shrinking size of deep sub-micron technology [1], [2],
[3]. To meet data transfer requirement and increase the
interconnection efficiency in chip multiprocessor systems,
the network-on-chip (NoC) systems have been developed in
past decade and proven to be scalable and flexible solutions
[4], [5], [6].

However, the NoC traffic load is highly unstable and
unbalanced under various applications. The congested
channels may shift from time to time and result in serious
performance degradation. Furthermore, the increasing NoC
size makes the congestion condition more severe and
unpredictable [7]. Hence, many works have developed dif-
ferent adaptive routing algorithms to balance the traffic
load [8], [9], [10], [11]. The adaptive routing algorithms have
the advantage in selecting appropriate output channels
based on the evaluation of network information. According
to previous works, the precision of network information
greatly affects network performance [12], [13].

Because the buffer space is more limited and the
queueing dependency is more significant in NoC than in

wide-area-network, the buffer utilization is considered as
an essential network congestion information of the NoC
systems [16], [17], [18], [19], [35], [36].

In order to study on network information acquirement,
we visualize the network information, as shown in Figs. 1d,
1e, 1f and the network information coordination for current
router at time T in Figs. 5a, 5b, 5c and 5d. We can locate the
entire network information by this coordination. The verti-
cal axis is the index of time slots. The time interval depends
on information sampling rate. The top layer information is
previous time slot, denote as T � 1. The underneath layer
is the historical information at two time slots ago T � 2.

The horizontal layers are the spatial network information
at different time slots. We can locate the NoC nodes with
grid points on x- and y-axes. The origin of each layer is cur-
rent router, and the intersection points around are informa-
tion from corresponding neighboring routers.

The network information can be collected through propa-
gation/aggregation process and/or storage process and are
denoted as the spatial and temporal network information,
respectively. Facing more complex load-balancing problems
in the design of advanced NoC systems, we may have to
consider integrating the spatial and temporal channel infor-
mation in adaptive routing algorithm for better capturing of
the traffic condition as follows:

� Regional buffer utilization ! spatial network informa-
tion. The propagating and aggregating buffer utiliza-
tion information from adjacent routers are defined
as spatial network information in our framework.
As shown in Figs. 1a, 1b and 1c, output buffer level
(OBL) [16] acquires the buffer utilization from
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adjacent routers. Neighbor-on-path (NoP) [16] acqu-
ires two-hop away information on path. Regional
congestion awareness (RCA) [17] can acquire farther
network information with an aggregation delay in
each hop. Their network information region (NIR)
are illustrated as in Figs. 1d, 1e and 1f, respectively.

� Historical pheromone table ! temporal network informa-
tion. In Fig. 2, ACO-based adaptive routing algo-
rithm is a routing function coupled with ACO-based
selection function [18], [19], [36]. The concept of
ACO is shown in Fig. 3a, the ant colony optimization
(ACO) [18] has ants diffusing pheromone on the
paths. The later arrived ants are aware of the phero-
mone levels in the selection process. The ACO-based
selection function utilizes an ACO routing table to
store the pheromone and a state transition rule to
update the table [21], [22], [23], [35]. We define the
accumulating pheromone information as temporal
network information in our framework. We can
locate this NIR as in Fig. 3b. Since ACO-based rout-
ing can identify historically less-congested channels
by utilizing the pheromone information, it has
higher potential on balancing traffic load on NoC
[18], [19], [20].

In this work, we focus on establishing a network informa-
tion region framework on analyzing the network informa-
tion, showing how to integrate the spatial and temporal
network information with NIR, and investigating on how to
use the proposed technique to develop advanced reconfig-
urable schemes. Our contribution are listed as follows:

1) We define the NIR in detail. We demonstrate how to
apply NIR on analyzing four adaptive selection

functions: output buffer level [16], neighbor-on-path
[16], regional congestion awareness [17], and ant col-
ony optimization [19], [36].

2) To demonstrate how NIR can help to integrate the
spatial or temporal network information, we pro-
pose and implement the ant colony optimization-
based pheromone diffusion (ACO-PhD) adaptive
routing algorithm to provides the most attainable
NIR for single-hop-propagation network as shown
in Fig. 4a.

3) We show that we can reconfigure the ACO-PhD
algorithm to each routing algorithm in its NIR sub-
sets by adjusting the parameter settings. This con-
cept can help in developing more advanced
reconfigurable schemes for different types of traffic
or design constraints.

We focus on three aspects, which are the information
retrieving on spatial domain, temporal domain, and scal-
ability. Fig. 4b shows the attributes of the related works and
proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm has higher
ability in utilizing network information and balancing net-
work traffic load in a scalable NoC system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we define the NIR and apply it on analyzing
the related works. In Section 3, we demonstrate how NIR
can help to integrate the proposed ACO-PhD scheme. In
Section 4, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
framework. In Section 5, we implement the router archi-
tecture of ACO-PhD algorithm. Section 6 gives the conclu-
sion and future work.

2 NETWORK INFORMATION REGION AND LINKING
NIR WITH EXISTING SELECTION FUNCTIONS

The routers under consideration are named information
nodes (INs) and are represented with dots in the figures. We
identify the router nodes as Nðx; y; tÞ, where x; y denote the
location of the node and t denotes the time slot.

Fig. 1. Selection functions utilizing the spatial network information that
come from adjacent routers. (a) OBL [16], (b) NoP [16], and (c) RCA
[17], the block A is the aggregator of adjacent buffer status. (d)(e)(f) The
NIR of OBL, NoP, and RCA, respectively.

Fig. 2. ACO-based adaptive routing algorithm in NoC.

Fig. 3. The illustration of (a) ACO concept [20], and (b) the NIR of ACO.

Fig. 4. (a) The NIR of the proposed ACO-PhD for demonstrating the inte-
gration of spatial and temporal network information. (b) The attribute of
the NIR for different selection functions.
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Fig. 5 illustrates the network information flow, which is the
information retrieving process from the INs.

� In Fig. 5a, corresponding to OBL of Fig. 1a, the infor-
mation from the east port node Nð1; 0; T � 1Þ is
propagated to current router.

� In a similar case, Fig. 5b, corresponding to NoP
of Fig. 1b, shows the information from two-hop
away Nð2; 0; T � 1Þ requires a two-hop wiring for
propagation.

� In Fig. 5c, corresponding to RCA of Fig. 1c, the infor-
mation from two-hop way node Nð2; 0; T � 2Þ
requires one cycle to propagate to node Nð1; 0;
T � 1Þ, and finally to the current node.

� For the case in Fig. 5d, corresponding to ACO of
Fig. 2, the information from node Nð1; 0; T � 2Þ
reaches current router at Nð0; 0; T � 1Þ. his historical
information is then stored in current router.

We define the network information region as the network
information set acquired by a routing algorithm for making
routing decisions. The NIR contains multiple INs that are
acquired by current network settings. We define these INs
as the available information nodes (AINs) of the corresponding
routing algorithm.

In the following, we introduce four related works,
their NIR, and the corresponding wiring for information
acquirement.

2.1 NIR of Output Buffer Level Selection
Function [16]

OBL is a basic implementation of adaptive routing. It moni-
tors the number of unoccupied buffer spaces (i.e., the free
slots) of each output port. After the channel constraint func-
tion provides the candidate channels, OBL chooses the one
with the most free slots. If there are more than one candi-
dates having the most free slots, OBL selection randomly
chooses one from them. The signal wiring and correspond-
ing NIR of OBL are illustrated in Fig. 6.

As in Fig. 6a, each router spreads out its buffer informa-
tion through free slots out signals and receives the buffer
information of neighboring routers from free slots in.
By this method, each router can acquire information
within distance of 1-hop, and the NIR of OBL is in Fig. 6b.

The four dots are the AINs of the information acquired by
the current router.

To describe NIR in numerical form, we define a form to
represent the NIR as NIRfd; tg, where d denotes the routers
that are d hops away from the current node and t denotes
the cycle that the corresponding information originated
from. For example, NIRf1; T � 1g represents nodes Nð1;
0; T � 1Þ, Nð0; 1; T � 1Þ, Nð�1; 0; T � 1Þ, and Nð0;�1;
T � 1Þ. We can use the form NIRf1; T � 1g to describe the
NIR of OBL selection function.

2.2 NIR of Neighbors-on-Path Selection
Function [16]

The NoP selection function focuses on information with far-
ther distance, which is two-hop-away buffer status, as
shown in Fig. 7. However, in order to acquire the informa-
tion of the second hop, more wiring cost is required. The
signal wiring is in Fig. 7a, and the NIR is shown in Fig. 7b in
the form ofNIRf2; T � 1g.

Fig. 6. (a) Signal wiring of OBL. (b) Network information region of OBL,
with numerical form ofNIRf1; T � 1g.

Fig. 7. (a) Signal wiring of NoP. (b) Network information region of NoP,
with numerical form ofNIRf2; T � 1g.

Fig. 5. Network information flow of the information nodes corresponding
to (a) OBL, (b) NoP, (c) RCA, and (d) ACO.
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The selection function of NoP works similarly as OBL but the
criterion changes from free slots in to the NoP score. The
channel constraint function offers the candidate channels to
selection function. Selection function then eliminates the chan-
nels that are currently occupied. This is transmitted through
NoP Data in. Finally, NoP score is the accumulated number
of free slots in the remaining channels. In other words, NoP
considers the accessible channels by using two-step channel
constraint function. At the cost of additional wiring for infor-
mation in reservation table, the channels being occupied by
other packets are also eliminated. With this consideration,
NoP score can representmore precise network information.

2.3 NIR of Regional Congestion Awareness
Selection Function [17]

Unlike NoP which acquires long-range information with
direct wiring, RCA gathers long-range information through
aggregation and propagation. First, aggregation module
receives the information from the downstream routers and
adds it up with local buffer status. The propagation module
then sums up information of different directions and sends
it toward the upstream. With this approach, RCA can
spread out the buffer status at the speed of one hop per
cycle, and requires only adjacent router wiring.

The signal wiring of RCA is illustrated in Fig. 8a and is
similar to OBL. Note that, the information contained in
RCA value out and free slots out are different. The aggre-
gation module, RCA value out contains both buffer status
of local router and adjacent routers. The NIR of RCA is
shown in Fig. 8b. Since the propagation module spreads out
information at the speed of one hop per clock cycle, the
region thus contains the information of routers in n hop
with a delay of n clock cycles. We may describe this NIR in
the form ofNIRfn; T � ng, where n is a positive integer.

As OBL and NoP, the information RCA acquired is
buffer status, indicating the remaining free slots of each
direction. So while choosing from the candidate channels,
RCA simply selects the one with the highest RCA value in.

2.4 NIR of ACO-Based Selection Function

2.4.1 ACO-Based Adaptive Routing in NoC [18]

As shown in Fig. 2, the new pheromone values are obtained
using the state transition rule, which is derived from current
and historical information of the network, as shown in (1).
The pheromone Phðj; dÞ can be viewed as the probability of

selecting channel index j, while j 2 fNorth; South;East;
Westg for packets heading to destination index d. Lj is nor-
malized free slots of queue at channel j, and a is the weight-
ing coefficient ranging from zero to one for current and
historical information of the network

Ph0ðj; dÞ ¼ ð1� aÞ � Phðj; dÞ þ a� Lj: (1)

2.4.2 Regional ACO-Based Adaptive Routing [19]

Regional ACO-based adaptive routing (RACO) was pro-
posed for improvements on both balancing traffic load and
reducing the size of routing table. Instead of storing phero-
mone information of all the source-destination pairs in the
network, RACO greatly reduces the table size from N2

entries to several entries by solving the information sharing
problem of the original routing table in ACO, whereN is the
dimension of the network. A more feasible on-chip imple-
mentation (e.g., memory cost, table access time, and power
consumption) is thus provided. As in (2) and (3), the destina-
tion index d in (1) is replaced with region index R. NE is the
reduced number of entries with region setting k, which is a
multiple of four according to previous research. By taking
advantage of regional characteristic of NoC systems and the
properties of ant colony, RACO greatly reduces implementa-
tion cost while maintaining similar performance

NEðkÞ ¼ 1; if k ¼ 0;
4k; if k 2 N;

�
(2)

Ph0ðj;RÞ ¼ ð1� aÞ � Phðj; RÞ þ a� Lj: (3)

2.4.3 Signal Wiring and NIR of ACO

The pheromone expression in (3) can be viewed as an expo-
nential moving average (EMA) of the buffer status in the
form (4). EMAt is the moving average at a time slot t and
can be substituted by the pheromone; Dt is the data
observed at a time period t and can be substituted by buffer
status; and a is the weighting between EMAt andDt:

EMAtþ1 ¼ ð1� aÞ �EMAt þ a�Dt: (4)

As a result, the meaning of pheromone in ACO can be
interpreted as the buffer information. Therefore, a high
pheromone value indicates a historically less-congested
channel for packet transmission. Moreover, owing to the
EMA characteristic, the pheromone in ACO can smooth out
short-term fluctuations, highlight long-term trends of the
buffer status, and provide more accurate network informa-
tion. The signal wiring of ACO illustrated in Fig. 9a is the
same as OBL, but the NIR of ACO contains the historical
information, making it extend along the vertical temporal
axis as in Fig. 9b. We may describe this NIR by the form of
NIRf1; T � ng, where n is a positive integer.

3 PROPOSED ACO FRAMEWORK WITH

PHEROMONE DIFFUSION (ACO-PHD)

To demonstrate how NIR can help to integrate the spatial or
temporal network information, we propose the ant colony
optimization-based pheromone diffusion adaptive routing

Fig. 8. (a) Signal wiring of RCA. (b) Network information region of RCA,
with numerical form ofNIRfn; T � ng.
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algorithm to provides the most attainable NIR for single-
hop-propagation network.

The main concept of ACO-PhD is to utilize the phero-
mone information in ACO and further spreads it outward
as an exchange of information. Since the pheromone is the
exponential moving average of buffer status that represents
more precise network information. It is beneficial to share
this information with neighboring routers.

In this work, we define two kinds of pheromone as
follows:

� Diffusive pheromone PhDif is the propagated informa-
tion from the different channels of the region {NE,
SE,SW,NW} relative to current router. PhDif contains
the information of buffer utilization and historical
pheromone in each level (i.e., distance of router)
with certain weightings.

� Accumulative pheromone PhAcc is the accumulative
PhDif information in each router. PhAcc is stored in
the pheromone table and will be propagated out by
the diffusion mechanism.

3.1 Formulation of Diffusive Pheromone PhDifPhDif to
Link with Spatial Information

The pheromone accumulated in each router represents
the observed historical information. By making use of
this information and spreading it outward hop by hop,
neighboring routers can acquire not only the present net-
work status but also the status of the past. Therefore, the
NIR of ACO-PhD can expand on both temporal domain
and spatial domain.

Before introducing the formation of PhDif , we want to
explain the notation of the directions in our NoC system.
For each router, the entire NoC is separated into four
regions, which are NE, NW, SE, and SW. For example, for
packets heading to NE region, selection function may
choose North or East channel for transmission. To make a
proper choice, network status of the two directions are
required. Since there are four regions and two directions for
each region, the network status is divided into a total num-
ber of eight directions. Note that NE and EN are both
required for packets heading to NE region, while NE stands
for the network information of North channel and EN stands
for that of the East channel.

To receive the information from the eight directions, each
router has to provide corresponding information for others.

For ACO-PhD, it is the PhDif signal of the eight directions.
Take Fig. 10 for example, the purpose of Ph0

Dif is to inform

the east neighbor router of the network status of sending
packets through current router toward NW region. Thus,
besides the information of local router, the information of
NW region is also required, which is the information from
west and north channel. Besides combining the information
of the two directions, PhDif further takes the temporal infor-
mation PhAcc into consideration. PhAcc accumulates network
information and is stored in the pheromone table. The eight
orange blocks in Fig. 10 represent PhAcc of each direction.
The detailed formula of Ph0

Dif is shown below:

Ph0
Dif ¼ 1

2
ðPh1 þ Ph2Þ

¼ 1

2
ðbPhAcc1 þ ð1� bÞPhDif1Þ

þ 1

2
ðbPhAcc2 þ ð1� bÞPhDif2Þ: (5)

Ph1 and Ph2 stand for information of the two directions,
and each of them consists of two components, PhAcc and
PhDif . The ratio between PhAcc and PhDif is determined by
b, which is the weighting of pheromone diffusion ranging
from zero to one. It is worth noticing that by combining
PhAcc and PhDif , the diffusing Ph0

Dif contains both temporal

information, which is PhAcc of the local router, and spatial
information, which is PhDif diffused from neighboring
routers. The Ph0

Dif then accumulates with local congestion

status and becomes PhDif at the next hop. The purpose of
pheromone diffusion is thus achieved.

3.2 Modified State Transition Rule

To enable the information sharing of the pheromone infor-
mation, the state transition rule is reformed as follows:

Ph0
Accðj; RÞ ¼ ð1� aÞPhAccðj;RÞ þ aPhDifðj; RÞ: (6)

There are two types of pheromone in ACO-PhD, one is
for information accumulating in the original ACO, and the
other is for information spreading in pheromone diffusion.
To distinguish, we name the pheromone in the original
ACO as accumulative pheromone (PhAcc), and the new
pheromone in ACO-PhD as diffusive pheromone (PhDif ).
Comparing (6) with (3), the local model, which is the buffer
information of neighboring routers and represented by Lj,

Fig. 9. (a) Signal wiring of ACO. (b) Network information region of ACO,
with numerical form ofNIRf1; T � ng.

Fig. 10. Formation of PhDif signals.
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is replaced by PhDif . Unlike Lj which contains spatial infor-
mation only, PhDif contains both the spatial and temporal
network information.

3.3 Design Parameters of ACO-PhD

There are two design parameters in ACO-PhD. One is the
ACO weighting a. The other is the pheromone diffusion
PhD weighting b. We further describe the physical meaning
and the proper value of each weighting.

3.3.1 ACOWeighting—a

TheACOweighting a determines the composition ofPhAcc. In
(6), a determines the ratio between the historical information
stored in the local router and the incoming information sent
from the neighboring routers. A higher a leads to a higher
ratio of PhDif , indicating that the routing algorithm relies
more on the incoming information over the historical informa-
tion stored. A lower a, on the other hand, indicates more trust
on the historical information that the local router observed.

3.3.2 PhD Weighting—b

In (5), Ph0
Dif is the pheromone value that propagates the net-

work information outward. The ratio between PhAcc and
PhDif is controlled by PhD weighting b. Higher b indicates
higher proportion of PhAcc in PhDif , which increases the sig-
nificance of the temporal information. Lower b, on the other
hand, indicates higher proportion of PhDif in Ph0

Dif , which

increases the significance of the spatial information.

3.3.3 ACO-PhDWeighting Settings

The value of a and b ranges from zero to one. We show the
latency of different settings of a and b under saturation
throughput in Fig. 11. For network performance and hard-
ware friendliness, we choose the optimized value of (a, b) in
uniform traffic to be (0:5; 0:375) in our simulations in Sections
4.2 and 4.3. In addition, we find this setting is also a suitable
choice in different kinds of synthetic and real traffic patterns
as shown in Fig. 11b, and Figs. 11c, 11d, respectively.

3.4 NIR and Operations of ACO-PhD

The signal wiring and NIR of ACO-PhD are illustrated in
Fig. 12. We may describe this NIR in the form of NIRfh1; ni;
T � ng, where n is a positive integer and h1; ni is an integer
ranging from 1 to n. This form means, for each T � n time
slot, the NIR includes the AINs with hop counts within
range of h1; ni. This NIR provides the most attainable net-
work information with information propagation speed
equals to one hop per cycle. It has the shape of a pyramid,
which is the bound of network information.

Let us now analyze how an ACO-PhD algorithm works.
Fig. 13 shows the pseudocode of the ACO-PhD selection
executed at node nc with destination node nd. The input
parameter AOC stands for the set of admissible output
channels, which is computed by the routing function RF .
(i.e. AOC ¼ RF ðnc; ndÞ). The output parameter is the
selected channel sc 2 AOC:

1) Region computation. For each channel in AOC (line 2),
we first compute the region for reaching certain col-
umns in the pheromone tables (line 3).

2) Pheromone accumulation. We use (6) to update the
accumulation pheromone PhAcc (line 4).

3) Path selection. We select the route from the highest
value of pheromone and compute the corresponding
channel from region (lines 6 and 7).

Fig. 11. The latency under saturation throughput for different settings of
a and b in (a) uniform, (b) transpose, (c) MMS [30], and (d) LDPC traffic
[36].

Fig. 12. (a) Signal wiring of ACO-PhD. (b) Network information region of
ACO-PhD, with numerical form of NIRfh1; ni; T � ng.

Fig. 13. Pseudo code of ACO-PhD selection function and diffusion
process.
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4) Pheromone diffusion. For the eight directions (line 9),
the propagation process is conducted every cycle
(lines 11-13), collecting information from corre-
sponding part of the network.

3.5 Reconfigurable NIR Framework of ACO-PhD

The coverage of NIR of advanced routing algorithms may
need to be adaptively reconfigured for different types of
traffic or design constraints. For example, network informa-
tion can be simple under simple traffic patterns to save
energy and can be more precise under complexed traffic
patterns to improve performance.

According to our observation, the NIR of OBL, RCA, and
ACO are the subsets of the ACO-PhD NIR. Therefore, we
can adjust the parameters to reconfigure the coverage (i.e.
size and shape) of ACO-PhD NIR. By reconfiguring, ACO-
PhD can be tuned to have the same behavior with the corre-
sponding algorithm. That is to say, ACO-PhD can be seen
as a general case of these selection schemes, while OBL,
RCA, and ACO are the special cases of ACO-PhD.

For demonstration, the settings are shown in Table 1 and
Fig. 14. ACO-PhDOBL, ACO-PhDRCA, and ACO-PhDACO

stand for ACO-PhD with the same NIR as OBL, RCA, and
ACO, respectively.

Note that the wordlength WAcc and WDif of PhAcc and
PhDif are normalized according to the exact buffer length.
The physical meaning of WAcc and WDif are the temporal
and spatial distance that each router can observe,
respectively.

3.5.1 Settings of ACO-PhDOBL

ACO-PhDOBL does not requires historical information.
Therefore, the ACO weighting a is set to 1, making PhAcc

contains present information only. In addition, ACO-
PhDOBL requires the spatial information of the adjacent
routers. Therefore, theWDif is set to 1.

3.5.2 Settings of ACO-PhDACO

For ACO-PhDACO, the ACO weighting a is set to a specific
value that determines the composing of PhAcc. In addition,
ACO-PhDACO requires historical information. The larger
observation window provides more precise network status.
WAcc is set to N , which represents a observation window of
N cycles. The influence of the size N on the network perfor-
mance is simulated by fixed-point analysis and set to 7. The
WDif set to 1 because ACO-PhDACO also requires the adja-
cent routers information.

3.5.3 Settings of ACO-PhDRCA

Since ACO-PhDRCA does not require historical information,
the ACO weighting a is set to 1. In addition, because ACO-

PhDRCA propagate information outward, the PhDweighting
b is set to 0 and WDif is set to M, which indicates the
acquirement of spatial information within M-hops. The
influence of the size M is simulated by fixed-point analysis
and set to 4.

3.5.4 Settings of ACO-PhD

For ACO-PhD, the value of ACO weighting a and PhAcc

wordlength WAcc are the same as ACO-PhDACO. The PhD
weighting b is set to 0:375 and WDif is set to same with
ACO-PhDRCA for diffusing the pheromone outward.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 Environment Settings

The simulation results are evaluated by Noxim [24], which
is a flit- and cycle-accurate SystemC simulator for Network-
on-Chip systems. An 8-ary 2-mesh network topology is con-
structed under wormhole switching mechanism and round-
robin arbitration [8]. Each channel has an input queuing
buffer with the size of four flits and each packet is 8-flit-
long. Our setting is consistent with work [16].

The simulation time is 20,000 cycles and the first 2,000
cycles is the warm-up time for the NoC system, in order to
measure the steady-state performance of network. The aver-
age latency under different packet injection rate (pir) is used
as the performance index of the simulations. We also adopt
the saturation throughput [25], which is the throughput
where average latency equals to twice of the zero-load
latency, as the evaluation metric.

4.2 Experimental Results on Synthetic Traffic

For each traffic scenario and algorithm, we compare the
average packet delay with various pir values. The selection
schemes compared are OBL, NoP, RCA-Quadrant, ACO,
and ACO-PhD, all using an Odd-Even routing algorithm.

4.2.1 Uniform Traffic

According to [8], the uniform traffic, in which each source is
equally likely to send to each destination, is the most com-
monly used traffic pattern in network evaluation. This pat-
tern is very benign because uniform traffic making the traffic
uniformly distributed for the routing algorithms. The results
are illustrated in Fig. 15a. As it shows, the performance of

Fig. 14. NIR settings to different selection functions: (a) ACO-PhDOBL,
(b) ACO-PhDACO, (c) ACO-PhDRCA, (d) ACO-PhD.

TABLE 1
Different Parameter Settings of ACO-PhD

Selection
Function

Weighting
of ACO - a

Weighting
of PhD - b

Norm.
WAcc

Norm.
WDif

ACO-PhDOBL 1:0 � � 1
ACO-PhDACO 0:5 � N 1
ACO-PhDRCA 1:0 0:0 � M
ACO-PhD 0:5 0:375 N M
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OBL is the least among all, owing to its smallest network
information region. RCA and ACO acquire better perfor-
mance over OBL by extending their NIR along the spatial
and temporal domains, respectively. The performance of
ACO-PhD further improves by considering both spatial and
temporal domain. The additional information provided by
the enlarged NIR of ACO-PhD gives ACO-PhD a higher
chance of making better decisions for traffic load-balancing.
However, as we can see, the performance of NoP outper-
forms ACO-PhD under this traffic pattern. This is owing to
the fact that NoP employs additional routing functions in
order to eliminate the useless network information.

4.2.2 Transpose Traffic

Also as mentioned in [8], to stress the routing algorithm,
transpose traffic is induced frommatrix transpose or corner-
turn operations. Because it concentrates load on individual
source-destination pairs, transpose traffic stress the load bal-
ance of a routing algorithm. The results are shown in
Fig. 15b. ACO outperforms RCA in this case. This phenome-
non is caused by the traffic distribution, which is highly
unbalanced under transpose traffic. With the pheromone
indicating the historically less congested channels, ACO can
avoid sending packets toward the center region and attain
better performance. The performance of NoP still exceeds
OBL, RCA, and ACO, but it is worth noticing that ACO-PhD

achieves the best performance among all under transpose
traffic. This is because the pheromone can provide more
advantage under highly unbalanced and regular traffic.

4.2.3 Hotspot Centred Traffic

The hotspot pattern [16] simulates that the presence of con-
centrated traffic on several tiles. The hotspot can be a caching
process or frequent access on certain IPs. This pattern also
stresses the load balancing ability of the routing algorithms.
In Fig. 15c, four hotspot nodes are located at the centre of the
mesh, that is nodes [(3,3),(3,4),(4,3),(4,4)] with 10 percent hot-
spot traffic. The results are close to each other in hotspot traf-
fic. The performance of ACO-PhD is slightly better than NoP
and is the highest among all routing algorithms.

4.3 Analysis on Performance Scalability

The performance scalability of routing algorithm is
important in determining the performance of large-scale
NoC systems. To investigate the effect of network scaling
on the performance, we analyze the network throughput
(NT ) of different routing algorithms under different NoC
sizes [36]. The experimental process changes the network
sizes (i.e., these sizes are 8� 8, 10� 10, 12� 12, 14� 14,
16� 16, 18� 18, and 20� 20) and records each NT , which
is defined as

NT ¼ total received flits=total cycles: (7)

The experiments use transpose traffic to evaluate NT We
show NT for OBL, RCA, ACO, NoP, and ACO-PhD in dif-
ferent NoC sizes. in Fig. 16, ACO-PhD has higher improve-
ment especially for large network sizes. For instance, in a
20� 20 mesh, improvements of ACO-PhD to its NIR subset
OBL, RCA, ACO are 50.07, 40.28, and 42.25 percent in NT ,
respectively. ACO-PhD also outperforms NoP in NT by
13.5 percent. Notably, the NT of OBL, RCA and ACO grad-
ually become saturated as the network size increases. The
NT of ACO-PhD, in contrast, grows steadily with the
increase of network size. This implies ACO-PhD can
improve the scalability of performance. Namely, it has
higher potential to estimate traffic-flow trends in a large
NoC by properly integrating the spatial and temporal con-
gestion information.

4.4 Experimental Results on Real-Traffic Data

To simulate a realistic traffic load in NoC system, we per-
form a complete network analysis, including the low-den-
sity parity-check (LDPC) codes and the MMS [30].

Fig. 15. Performances evaluation under (a) uniform (b) transpose, and
(c) hotspot traffic.

Fig. 16. The network throughput of different network sizes.
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4.4.1 LDPC Traffic

LDPC code is one kind of linear block codes, first proposed
in [32]. Due to the excellent error-correcting performance,
the LDPC codes have been widely adopted by many
advanced wire-line and wireless communication systems.

To increase the hardware implementation efficiency, a par-
allel LDPC decoding was proposed on an NoC-based multi-
processor system because of its regularity and scalability [33].
Given the LDPC design in [32] and the evaluation method in
[34], we evaluate different routing schemeswith the data flow
of the (1,944, 972) LDPC code, which is defined in IEEE
802.11n. The mapping of bit node unit (BNU) and check node
unit (CNU) onto processing elements can be done by

Nmap ¼ ðBNU=CNU numberÞmodðNNoCÞ; (8)

where Nmap denotes the mapped node number and NNoC

denotes the total number of NoC nodes. We map the (1,944,
972) LDPC codes to a 16� 16mesh-based NoC system.

Fig. 17 shows the result of the LDPC traffic pattern. We
observe that ACO-PhD outperforms the other routing algo-
rithms. Then RCA and ACO have similar performance, and
outperform OBL and NoP.

4.4.2 MMS Traffic

The multi-media system (MMS) pattern adopts the model
from [18] and was discussed in [30]. It includes an H. 263
video codec and anMP3 audio codec. The application is par-
titioned into 40 distinct tasks and assigned on 25 IPs. The
mapping of IPs into nodes of a 5� 5mesh-based NoC archi-
tecture has been obtained by using the method presented in
[31]. As we observe from Fig. 18, the result shows that ACO-
PhD outperforms other algorithms. Then RCA and NoP
have similar performance, and outperformOBL andACO.

In order to give a quantitative analysis on the network
performance, the saturation throughput under various traf-
fic patterns and the normalized improvement of each rout-
ing algorithms are tabulated in Table 2. As we can see,
ACO-PhD acquires the highest the highest normalized
improvement.

4.5 Performances of Different Parameter Settings

The statement in Section 3.5 can be verified by the following
simulation results. Fig. 19 shows the performances of OBL,
RCA, ACO, and ACO-PhD with different parameter set-
tings under transpose traffic. The performances of OBL,
RCA, ACO, and ACO-PhD are represented by the solid
lines, while the dotted lines are the performances of ACO-
PhD under different settings.

As we can see the ACO-PhDOBL has the same perfor-
mance as OBL. The reason is that by having the same NIR,
the selection function will receive the same network infor-
mation. Then the selection function makes the same deci-
sion and thus provide the same network performance. The
slight difference between the two lines is due to the ran-
domly generated traffic, and it is verified that under exactly
the same traffic pattern, two selection functions make
exactly the same decision as declared. The same results also
stand on the cases in RCA and ACO, making each pair of
lines overlap with each other.

5 HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF ACO-PHD
ROUTER

There are several fundamental components in the basic
router architecture shown in Fig. 20a. First of all, the packets

Fig. 17. Performances evaluation under LDPC traffic.

Fig. 18. Performances evaluation under MMS traffic.

TABLE 2
Saturation Throughput of Different Routing

Algorithms (Flits/Cycle)

Selection
Function

OBL NoP RCA ACO ACO-PhD

Uniform 12:35 13:20 12:62 12:63 12:95
Transpose 11:64 13:06 12:31 12:47 13:61
Hotspot 5:73 6:08 5:93 5:88 6:15
LDPC 23:76 24:58 24:68 24:68 25:19
MMS 1:70 1:76 1:84 1:80 1:90
Normalized 0:00 6:43 4:71 4:36 9:42
Improvement
(in percent)

Fig. 19. Performance of OBL, RCA, ACO, and ACO-PhD with different
parameter settings.
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received from the five directions (North, East, South, West,
and Local) are stored in the FIFOs. The routing function
unit then evaluates the candidate channels and sends it to
selection function unit. Base on the network information
received or stored, selection function unit chooses a proper
output channel and generate the request signal (abbreviated
as req. in Fig. 20a). According to Round-Robin arbitration,
the arbiter then generates the grant signal (abbreviated as
gnt.), controlling the switch to transmit the packets through
the corresponding channels. Fig. 20b is the framework
located in the selection function block in Fig. 20a. The criti-
cal path of selection scheme is on the Accumulation unit
and thus is similar to that of RACO.

Fig. 20c shows the process of quadrant-based phero-
mone diffusion. The downstream information are col-
lected and propagated to the upstream routers. The extra
wiring cost of ACO-PhD is of the same level with RCA
Quadrant [17]. The wiring costs of PhDif in each channel (
i.e., North, East, West, and South) are computed as: two
quadrants in a channel multiplied by 4-bits of PhDif wor-
dlength. Therefore, the sizes of PhD_value_in and PhD_va-
lue_out are both 8-bits. We use the input signal for
computing the wiring overhead. We consider the settings
of 128-bits flit size as discussed in [40], 2-bits parity check,

and 3-bits of free-slot information. The overhead is com-
puted as: 8-bits divided by (128 + 2 + 3) = 133-bits, which
is less than 7 percent of the total wiring cost.

The ant packets, as discussed in [36], only affect the
update of pheromone table in the Accumulation Unit.
The data packets and ant packets use the same data net-
work. In addition, ant packet carries the same payload as
a data packet. The only difference is an identifier in the
header flit: When an ant packet header-flit is being routed,
the selection process triggers the pheromone table update.
In this work, we set all the packets to be ant packets for
demonstrating the proposed network information region
framework.

The hardware implementation of ACO-PhD can be sepa-
rated into two parts, which are the implementation of Ph0

Acc

and Ph0
Dif . The formula of Ph0

Acc is shown in (6) and the

implementation of Ph0
Acc is shown in Fig. 21a. As we can

see, Ph0
Acc simply adds up the previous PhAcc value and the

incoming PhDif value with a specific weighting a. The value
of a in ACO-PhD is discussed in Section 3.3 and is set to 0.5,
making the multiplication of a can be implemented by
shifters. After evaluating Ph0

Acc, it is stored into the register
at every clock cycle.

Ph0
Dif is the outwarding pheromone indicating the net-

work status. Owing to the fact that the formula of Ph0
Dif is

quite similar to the formula of Ph0
Acc, as shown in Eq. (5), the

hardware implementation of Ph0
Dif is also similar to the one

of Ph0
Acc. There are two differences between Ph0

Acc and
Ph0

Dif . The first one is that Ph0
Dif contains two components,

which are the pheromone from two directions, Ph1 and Ph2.
The second one is that the PhD weighting b, which is dis-
cussed in Section 3.3 and is set to 0:375. Fig. 21b shows the
formation of Ph1 and Ph2. Since the value of b is a constant
and the denominator 8 is a power of 2, the multiplication of
b and ð1� bÞ can be implemented by adders and shifters.
After evaluating Ph1 and Ph2, Ph

0
Dif simply adds up Ph1

and Ph2 with two shifters, as illustrated in Fig. 21c, and
accumulates with local congestion information later for
propagation.

5.1 Analysis of Hardware Overhead

Based on the router architecture in Fig. 20, routers with
different routing algorithms are designed and imple-
mented. Furthermore, each router is synthesized with
TSMC 90nm technology. The synthesis results are tabu-
lated in Table 3 .

As we can see, the router of OBL consumes the lowest
area since it requires the least network information and

Fig. 20. (a) The router architecture. (b) The accumulation unit and diffu-
sion unit for storing and propagating pheromone information in the selec-
tion function. (c) The quadrant-based propagation of the diffusive
pheromone and the accumulation of the historical pheromone.

Fig. 21. Hardware implementation of (a) Ph0
Acc, (b) Ph1=2, and (c) Ph0

Dif .
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thus the least computation. In order to propagate the net-
work information hop by hop, RCA needs to receive the
incoming information and generate the outgoing informa-
tion, and the hardware cost is thus increased. ACO
requires an ant table to store the pheromone information
accumulated over time, which becomes the main hard-
ware overhead. As previously described, the routing
resource in NoP is three times larger, and the cost on sig-
nal wiring is also the highest among all selection schemes.
As a result, the hardware cost of NoP is comparatively
high comparing to others. The hardware requirement of
ACO-PhD includes the storage of PhAcc and the computa-
tion of PhDif . Although the area cost of ACO-PhD is the
second highest among all, the following area efficiency
analysis shows that ACO-PhD can acquire the highest
efficiency comparing to other related works.

5.2 Evaluation of Area Efficiency

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of each routing algo-
rithm, the area efficiency [36] is calculated by dividing the
saturation throughput by the corresponding total area of
each routing algorithm (the throughput under uniform,
transpose, and LDPC patterns are chosen for evaluation).
The area efficiency is tabulated in Table 4. As it shows,
RCA and ACO both acquire area efficiency improvements,
implying that the ratio of improvement gained over over-
head consumed is worthwhile. In contrast, although NoP
attains the second high performance improvement, its
area efficiency is much smaller than others. This is due to
the high hardware cost caused by the tripled routing
resource required. Due to the highest network improve-
ment acquired and the moderate hardware cost required,
ACO-PhD achieves the highest area efficiency among all
routing algorithms.

5.3 Energy Consumption with Real-Traffic Data

To predict the realistic energy consumption of an NoC sys-
tem, we perform a complete network analysis. We consider
the congestion effects in draining a fixed workload (10
Mbytes) with two real applications, including the LDPC
codes and the MMS [30], as discussed in Section 4.4.

Table 5 shows the total energy consumption of five repre-
sentative pir under the LDPC codes and MMS traffic. For
example, at the lower pir of LDPC (i.e., 0.0095-0.0115), we
find that the energy used by ACO-PhD is comparable to
OBL, RCA and ACO. Because there is less congestion at
these pir values, all of selection schemes can rapidly for-
ward the packets to the destination nodes. Therefore, the
amount of energy consumption is directly related to the
complexity of routing computation.

On the other hand, at higher pir values of LDPC (i.e.,
0.0125-0.0135), the energy consumption of all selection
schemes increases significantly. Due to the high probabil-
ity of contention under heavy traffic workloads, many
packets could be blocked. The routing computation is re-
executed which would consumes additional energy.
Meanwhile, the buffer to store these packets also requires
extra energy.

Notably, we find out that a routing algorithm with bet-
ter performance can balance its power dissipation over-
head, which is consistent with the observation of [16].
The total energy consumption of ACO-PhD is in the same
level as other routing algorithms. For example, at the sat-
uration throughput of 0.0125 in LDPC, ACO-PhD scheme
has an energy saving of 14.5 percent compared to OBL.
Similarly, at the saturation throughput pir 0.01 of MMS,
ACO-PhD scheme has an energy saving of 1.4 percent
compared to OBL.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We bring out the concept of network information region,
which indicates the network information utilized by each
routing algorithms. We use the NIR to analyze each
related work and propose the ACO-based adaptive routing
with pheromone diffusion (ACO-PhD) algorithm. We show
that we can reconfigure the ACO-PhD algorithm to each
routing algorithm in its NIR subsets by adjusting the
parameter settings. This concept can help in developing
more advanced reconfigurable schemes for different types
of traffic or design constraints. The overall performance is
evaluated and compared with other related works, show-
ing that ACO-PhD can achieve the highest performance
among all schemes on both saturation throughput and
area efficiency.

TABLE 3
Area Cost of Different Routing Algorithms

Synthesis Results (TSMC 90nm @ 360MHz)

Selection Function OBL NoP RCA ACO ACO-PhD

Area (k mm2) 54:4 62:7 56:0 56:5 57:5
Overhead (in percent) 0:00 15:35 3:01 3:82 5:71

TABLE 4
Area Efficiency of Different Routing Algorithms

Selection Function OBL NoP RCA ACO ACO-PhD

Sat. Throughput 8:08 8:75 8:40 8:44 8:87
(Gbps=node)
Total Area (k mm2) 54:4 62:8 56:0 56:5 57:5
Area Efficiency 148:6 139:3 149:9 149:4 154:3
(Gbps=node=mm2)

TABLE 5
Total Energy Consumption to Drain 10M Bytes of Data for

Parallel LDPC System and Multimedia System

Real Traffic pir Energy Consumption (mJ)

Data OBL NoP RCA ACO ACO-PhD

0.0095 6.15 6.21 6.20 6.21 6.15
(1944, 972) 0.011 6.20 6.21 6.19 6.24 6.19
LDPC 0.0115 6.35 6.31 6.26 6.26 6.20
codes 0.0125 7.39 6.66 6.56 6.54 6.32

0.0135 8.07 8.46 7.97 8.23 8.09

0.007 1.65 1.65 1.67 1.64 1.66
0.008 1.64 1.65 1.64 1.66 1.65

MMS 0.009 1.64 1.66 1.63 1.65 1.66
0.010 1.67 1.65 1.67 1.65 1.64
0.011 1.68 1.68 1.66 1.66 1.66
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The propagation-based mechanism has been widely dis-
cussed and analyzed. Ramanujam and Lin [15] and Ma et al.
[27] focus on further improving the accuracy of RCA model.
CATRA [28] is an extension of NoP by adopting more precise
evaluationmetric. GCA [37] proposed a light-weight adaptive
routing algorithm by propagating precise congestion infor-
mation through a separate side-band network. CARS [38] can
effectively mitigate the congestion by prioritizing requests
based on the congestion level information. DeBAR [39] pro-
posed a series of design optimization on minimally buffered
NoC routers. HARAQ algorithm [29] is an advanced method
that considers the routing and selection function simul-
taneously. PCAR [41] proposed a selection strategy that
simultaneously considers switch congestion and channel con-
gestion. The switch-based information design of PCAR can be
integrated with different kinds of channel congestionmodels.
In network information aspect, future work can be directed
towards the design of more advanced adaptive routing on
NoC systems where the NIR integration can be applied to the
propagation-based channel congestion and switch-congestion
awaremechanism to improve performance.
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